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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The North West Quadrant, north of I-80
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Executive Summary

The Northwestern Quadrant (NWQ) of Salt Lake City has approximately 3,800
acres of develop-able land within 15 minutes of an international airport and
is a crossroads for major interstate and rail facilities; making it geographically
positioned to serve as a vital distribution and manufacturing center (SLC 2018).
Recognizing the potential for rapid growth and the need for a multi-modal network
within the NWQ, Salt Lake County convened local stakeholders to assess the
existing and future needs as well as preliminary design and cost for a connected
7200 West corridor from SR-201 to 700 North in Salt Lake City.
The Utah Department of Transportation is currently making major investments
within the NWQ by improving the traffic operations along 5600 West and the
I-80/5600 West Interchange and planning for a future segment of the Mountain
View Corridor, from SR-201 to I-80. Even with these investments, the summary
below highlights the benefits of a connected 7200 West corridor as well as the design
elements that ensure that 7200 West functions well into the future.

Improved Connectivity

Extending 7200 West from SR-201 to 700 North
will provide, on average, 22,000 additional
daily trips to the NWQ. The corridor will also
allow for improved connectivity throughout the
NWQ.

Improved Safety and
Congestion

Since 2010, there have been 120 collisions at SR201 and 7200 West. The conceptual 7200 West
corridor improves safety and existing travel
delays during peak hour traffic along SR-201
and I-80 interchanges.

Efficient Employment
Access

If the corridor is built, almost 9,000 households
throughout the Magna and West Valley area
will be within a 15 minute commute to the
Northwest Quadrant. Specifically, approximately
2,000 families at or below 80% of Salt Lake
County's area median income would have access
to a shorter commute to work within the NWQ
as well.

Efficient Freight Access

The addition of 7200 West provides additional
freight connectivity, creating a more
efficient freight network. Of the projected
22,000 average daily trips along 7200 West,
approximately 6,000 (27%) are expected to be
heavy trucks.

Investing in
Multi-modal
Access

7200 West provides a unique opportunity
to provide additional connectivity for active
transportation modes between West Valley
City, Magna, Inland Port employment centers,
and regional bike routes. In addition, as the
NWQ develops, 7200 West could provide
critical transit access to and from employment
opportunities as well.

The proposed design is approximately 4.7 miles long, extending from Schuler
Avenue to 700 North. The study area includes portions of West Valley City, Magna
Township and Salt Lake City. The proposed 7200 West corridor includes the
following design recommendations:
• A new grade separated single point urban interchange (SPUI) at the
intersection of SR 201 and 7200 West
• A three-lane segment along the 7200 West segment, designed to accommodate
afuture five-lane expansion
• A new SPUI at the I-80 and 7200 West interchange
• A five-lane section of 7200 West from the I-80 and 7200 West intersection north to
700 North
• A twelve foot multi-use path on the west side of the corridor

7200 West Study (SR-201 to 700 N)
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Segment One

Segment Three

Segment Two

(Schuler Avenue to
2400 South)

(Access to Frontage
Road South of I-80
to North Temple
Frontage Road)
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500 South

Salt Valley
Solid Waste

700 South

UPPR

1300 South

2100 South

Mtn. View
Landfill

Segment One
(Schuler Avenue to 2400 South)

• The eastbound and westbound directions (SR-201) at the intersection is
recommended to be grade-separated and the intersection would be converted to
a SPUI. Improvements are recommended now based on existing traffic operations
and crash rates.
• Dual left turn lanes for each direction, and a channelized right-turn lanes are
recommended in each direction.
• Estimated Cost: $46,663,000

Segment Two
(2400 South to Access to Frontage Road South of I-80)

• 7200 West is recommended to be three-lane urban arterial compatible with a
future five-lane expansion. The five-lane expansion is recommend when build out
of the NWQ is at approximately 50% (2035-2040).
• 7200 West is recommended to be grade-separated from the existing Union Pacific
Rail Road (UPRR) alignment.
• The existing grade separation from the Salt Lake Garfield and Western Rail is
recommended to be expanded to accommodate future rail expansion.
• Estimated Cost: $72,529,000

Segment Three
(Access to Frontage Road South Road to North Temple
Frontage Road)

• The existing diamond interchange is recommended to be redesigned as a SPUI.
• Triple left turns are necessary for the southbound (north of I-80) movement
heading east-bound on I-80.
• Dual-lefts for the remaining intersections.
• Channelized right turns in each direction.
• Estimated Cost: $58,927,000

Segment Four
(North Temple Frontage Road to 700 North)

• The 7200 West corridor will extend north from I-80 to 700 North through the
existing North Temple Landfill.
• Extensive remediation will be required to construct the roadway in this location.
• Coordination with the State Institutional Trust Lands (SITLA) and the State
Inland Port Authority will be required in this area.
• Estimated Cost: $19,565,000

A barrier separated bike lane is recommended on the west side of the corridor to
improve multi-modal connectivity and connect to the regional trail network. Both
northbound and southbound bicycle traffic will be on the west side of 7200 west.

Construction Year

Three-Lane

Five Lane

2018

$197,684,000

$207,336,000

2025

$255,989,000

$268,460,000

Environmental Impacts

Recognizing the need to balance development with the critical natural and cultural
resources that exist in the NWQ, an assessment of wetlands, cultural resources,
wildlife and hazardous materials were included as part of this project.

Resource

Summary

Wetlands

Approximately 22 acres would be impacted as a result of the
preliminary concept. As a result, an individual permit under
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act would be required. Future
mitigation options would be determined through the Section
404 process. An individual permit requires that the applicant to
demonstrate:
1. Steps have been taken to avoid wetland impacts,
2. Impacts to potential wetlands have been minimized, and
3. Compensatory mitigation has been provided for any
remaining unavoidable impacts

Cultural
Resources

Six eligible historic and archaeological sites are located within
the project corridor. Future phases will require coordination with
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) to determine the
necessary measures minimize or avoid impacts to these sites and/
or what mitigation measures are required.

Wildlife

Several raptors and migratory birds have the potential to occur
in the study area. It is recommended that surveys for plant and
wildlife species be completed during future phases and prior to
any 7200 West related construction activities.

Hazardous
Materials

Based on the risk of encountering contaminated soil or
groundwater during a future construction phase, a more in-depth
study is required to confirm the presence or absence at specific
locations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project Purpose
1.2 7200 West Study Area
1.3 Background

7200 West, facing north
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1.1 Poject Purpose

Salt Lake County is exploring a northern extension of 7200 West from SR-201 to
approximately 700 North in order to establish an important arterial roadway for
a multi-modal transportation network in Salt Lake City’s NWQ. The NWQ is a
regionally significant area for economic growth, exhibited by the relocation of the
Utah State Correctional Facility, the new Stadler Rail manufacturing site, ongoing
investment in warehouse space, and the establishment of the new State Inland Port
Authority. Efficient job access and freight movement are critical to the NWQ growth
potential.
Salt Lake County worked with local stakeholders to assess the existing and future
needs as well as preliminary design and cost for a connected 7200 West corridor
from SR-201 to 700 North in Salt Lake City. In order to efficiently advance this
project into future implementation phases, an analysis of natural and cultural
resources and known hazardous sites was also completed.
The purpose of the study is to provide:
• A thorough, objective, and technically sound assessment of existing and future
needs
• An assessment of wetlands and preliminary coordination with the US Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE)
• Preliminary engineering and analysis to develop conceptual level designs and
preliminary construction cost estimates
In addition, the project team identified the following goals to guide this study:
1. Establish a roadway network to increase safety and improve multi-modal access
to regional employment centers.
2. Support regional economic development in the NWQ and surrounding area.
3. Support ongoing investment in freight transportation by public and private
partners.
4. Design and construct a multi-modal transportation network that supports local
community’s vision and plans for the NWQ.
5. Design an environmentally sensitive corridor that minimizes impacts to
natural resources and wildlife habitat.
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1.2 7200 West Study Area

The 7200 West Corridor from SR-201 to 700 North is approximately 4.6 miles long
and is currently a patchwork of different levels of improvement (see Figure 1):
• SR-201 to 2100 South: Paved and maintained two-lane road
• 2100 South to California Ave: Corridor does not exist
• California Ave to existing I-80 interchange: Graded two-lane dirt road
• I-80 to 700 North: Maintained at the interchange

Figure 1: 7200 West Levels of Improvement

Land uses within the study area consist of open space, with industrial, waste
management and freight related industries. Notable uses immediately adjacent to
the corridor include landfills (the Central Valley, Mountain View and North Temple
Landfills) the Lee Kay/Division of Wildlife Resources property, and the Union
Pacific Railroad (UPRR) and Salt Lake Garfield & Western Rail Road (SLG&WRR).
Nearby uses include the Kennecott tailings ponds, existing or approved distribution
centers, and the Salt Lake Valley Solid Waste facility (see land uses in Figure 2).

Figure 2: 7200 West Land Use
800 North
Northwest Quadrant
(Destination)
700 North

North Temple
Landfill

The NWQ is the primarily undeveloped area west of 5600 West and North of I-80
and within a 15 minute drive of the Salt Lake City International Airport, downtown
Salt Lake City, and has easy access to freight and interstate facilities (see Figure 3).
Today, a small portion of the NWQ is used for agricultural, manufacturing, and
warehousing purposes; however, the area is positioned to become a major
manufacturing center and distribution hub for the western United States.
Salt Lake City and the Utah State Legislature have several initiatives in the NWQ
area to study the economic potential and preserve the natural resources and wildlife
habitat that exists in the NWQ. These activities include the NWQ Master Plan, the
NWQ Community Reinvestment Plan and signing of Senate Bill 234, creating the
State Inland Port Authority. In addition, UDOT is currently working on 5600 West
and the Mountain View Corridor.

7200 West

1.3 Background

IND

Potential Kennecott
Tailings Pond
Expansion

Salt Valley
Solid Waste
Mtn. View
Landfill

1300 South

Central Valley
Landfill

This area truly represents the ‘Crossroads of the West,’ opening
up great distribution opportunities for our company, coupled
with a first-class quality of life to our employees”(Enterprise
2018).

Lee Kay
Center

Linda Fisher,
Director of Communications, PostConsumer Brands

Salt Lake City

IND

7200 West

2100 South

Key
Landfill/ Junkyard
Wetland
Potential Future Road Magna
(Origin)
Tailings Pond
Correctional Facility
Existing Railroad
Potential New Railroad

IND
201
West Valley
(Origin)
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Salt Lake City Planning

Salt Lake City Redevelopment Agency

With the goal(s) of balancing the preservation and management of natural areas and
resources while mobilizing the economic potential within the NWQ, Salt Lake City
adopted the Northwest Quadrant Master Plan in 2016. The plan includes areas of
habitat preservation, open space, “eco-buffers,” industrial uses and manufacturing
uses, and waste management and does not include residential uses (SLC 2016)(see
Figure 3 for a map of the NWQ Zoning).

Focusing on approximately 3,000 developable acres north of I-80 identified in
the 2016 Northwest Quadrant Master Plan, the Salt Lake City council adopted
the Redevelopment Agency’s (RDA) Community Reinvestment Plan (see
the Community Reinvestment Area Plan in Figure 4). This plan allows for
tax increment financing to reinvest in the NWQ area. Based on development
assumptions outlined in the Northwest Quadrant Phase II Feasibility Analysis
(December 2017), approximately 32,000 jobs, north of I-80, could be created over a
30 year period (SLC RDA 2018).

Northwest Quadrant Master Plan
(Adopted August 16, 2016)

Figure 3: NWQ Zoning
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Northwest Quadrant Community Reinvestment Plan
(Adopted January 9, 2018)

Figure 4: NWQ Community Reinvestment Plan

Utah State Legislature

Utah Department of Transportation

Senate Bill 234 created an inland port authority to oversee development of
approximately 3,000 acres (see figure 3 of the City’s NWQ Master Plan) (State of
Utah 2018). The inland port area includes the same area in both the 2016 and 2018
plans above (see the newly formed State Inland Port boundary in Figure 5).

Mountain View Corridor will eventually be a 35-mile freeway from I-80 in Salt
Lake County to S.R. 73 in Utah County. Initial construction includes two lanes in
each direction with signalized intersections and biking and walking trails (UDOT
2018). Construction is being phased based on transportation needs and available
funding. While the segment from SR-201 to I-80 is currently unfunded, the corridor
is priority to the state and funding is expected in the near future.

Senate Bill 234
(Signed March 16, 2018)

(Mountain View Corridor)

5600 West

(SR-172; 5600 West Railroad Crossing)
Figure 5: Inland Port Jurisdictional Boundry

UDOT is conducting an environmental study to widen the existing 5600 West
corridor (SR-201 to I-80) from two lanes to five travel lanes with appropriate
intersection configurations for the year 2040 design traffic volumes, as well as a
new structure over the UPRR (UDOT 2018b). The existing rail cross is at-grade,
negatively impacting travel times when trains are crossing the corridor.

UPRR rail, facing west
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2. NEEDS ASSESSMENT
2.1 Overview
2.2 Stakeholder Meetings
2.3 Existing Traffic Conditions
2.4 Level of Service
2.5 Safety
2.6 Future Conditions
2.7 Phasing Analysis
2.8 Recommended Improvements

Debris on the east side of 7200 West
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2.1 Overview

The purpose of the needs assessment is to document and analyze the existing and
future traffic conditions within the study area and recommend road way design
solutions to meet the growing needs in the NWQ. The needs assessment was
developed based on a process of stakeholder outreach, analysis and modeling of
existing and future traffic conditions, as well as an assessment of improvements
necessary to achieve satisfactory traffic conditions under likely future (2050)
conditions. The study analyzes existing and future traffic conditions for the
following intersections:
• 7200 West/I-80
• 7200 West/SR-201
• 7200 West/California Avenue
Table 1 highlights the process steps and key tasks associated with this phase. To
review the full 7200 West Needs Assessment Technical Memorandum (Fehr and
Peers 2018), please see Appendix A of this document.

crossing over UPRR is necessary to avoid the travel time issues that exist on
5600 West.
Table 1: Process and Key Tasks

Phase
Data Collection

Stakeholder
Interviews

• Kennecott Land
• Salt Lake City Planning and Development Services
• RDA
• Suburban Land Reserve (SLR)
• Wasatch Front Regional Council (WFRC)
• State Institutional Trust Land Association (SITLA)
• UPPR and SLG&WRR

Existing Conditions

• Traffic Volumes
• Levels of Service
• Safety and Collisions
• Freight
• Active Transportation

Future
Conditions

• Travel Demand Model (TDM) Modifications
• Socio-economic updates
• Proposed Roadway Geometry
• Level of Service Analysis
• Travel Buffer Analysis
• Select Link Analysis

Phasing
Analysis

• Traffic Thresholds (% buildout) requiring Additional
Capacity

Recommendations

• Intersection and Lane Configurations
• Grade Separation
• Right-of-Way Needs
• Shared-Use Path

2.2 Stakeholder Meetings

The purpose of this phase was two-fold: 1) ensure key stakeholders along the
corridor were aware of the study and to confirm that the proper information or
data from stakeholders was used in developing the corridor’s technical merits;
and 2) develop a general consensus regarding future land uses in the overall study
area. Meetings with the stakeholders listed in Table 1 accomplished three critical
elements:
1. Right-of-Way (ROW) Limitations: Kennecott has plans to expand its existing
tailings pond eastward, utilizing the majority of its property west of 7200 West.
Although a determination on expansion has yet to be finalized (and subject to
several factors), Kennecott has requested that the corridor avoid its property west of
7200 West.
2. Rail Planning: The UPRR and SLG&WRR facilities bisect the existing 7200
West corridor. UPRR is currently waiting to hear a determination on the Kennecott
tailings expansion, which would necessitate a relocation of the rail. If the rail is not
relocated, a grade-separated rail crossing along 7200 West for safety and travel times
should be considered. SLG&WRR’s existing rail terminus is located south of I-80
at the 7200 West interchange. SLG&WRR has plans to expand its track westbound
with additional track, requiring more space than the existing interchange flyover
currently provides. In addition, SLG&WRR also agreed that a grade separated rail

15
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Key Tasks
• Traffic Counts
• Safety and Collision Data
• Existing Reports and Plans Review

3. NWQ Employment Projections: The existing Wasatch Regional Council (WFRC)
travel demand model currently shows zero employment within NWQ area north of
I-80. Updating the models’ traffic analysis zone (TAZ) data was a necessary step in
understanding future travel demand within the study area. Meeting with Kennecott
Land, Salt Lake City’s Planning Department and RDA, SITLA, SLR and WFRC
established an estimated 35,000 jobs in the NWQ (See the revised existing and future
employment projections per TAZ in Figures 6 and 7). These employment projections

7200
7200West
WestStudy
Study(SR-201
(SR-201toto700
700N)N)

15
7

were based primarily on the RDA NWQ Community Reinvestment Plan and vetted
by WFRC, resulting in WFRC’s commitment to consider their recommendations in
the next update to the regional transportation model.
The resulting employment changes were then incorporated into the travel model for
the 7200 West analysis. Summaries of the interactions with the stakeholders listed in
Table 1 above are summarized in the Stakeholder and Public Involvement section of
this document and found in Appendices A and F.

Figure 6: Revised NWQ Existing Employment
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A TAZ is a special area delineated by state and/or local transportation
officials for tabulating traffic-related data, especially journey-to-work and
place-of-work statistics. This data is used to understand the number of daily
trips that are generated or attracted to a TAZ.
A TAZ usually consists of one or more census blocks, block groups, or census
tracts.

Figure 7: Revised NWQ Projected Employment

2.3 Existing Traffic Conditions

The purpose of evaluating existing traffic conditions was to determine current
transportation needs within the study area, and to develop a traffic model calibrated
to the existing conditions. Because 7200 West is segmented between SR-201 and
I-80, only the following intersections were included in the existing traffic conditions
analysis:
• I-80/7200 West
• SR-201/7200 West
Existing planning efforts relevant to the study area were reviewed in order to
understand the context of the 7200 West corridor, particularly with respect to
planned future developments in the NWQ. These plans and studies included:
• Northwest Quadrant Community Reinvestment Area Plan
• Salt Lake County Active Transportation Implementation Plan
• Mountain View Corridor Environmental Impact Statement

Table 2: Average Vehicle Delay/LOS

Control

AM Peak hour
Worst Turning
Movement

PM Peak Hour
Worst Turning
Movement

I-80/7200 West
WB Ramps

Side-Street Stop*

14s / B (WBLT)

16s / C (WBT)

7200 West / I-80
EB Ramps

Side-Street Stop*

9s / A (EBLT)

9s / A (EBT)

Intersection

SR-201/7200 West

Signal

58s / E

1216s / F

*Delay and LOS reported for worst movement at side-street intersections.

LOS is a term that describes the operating performance of an intersection or
roadway. LOS is measured quantitatively and reported on a scale from A to F,
with LOS A representing free-flow conditions and LOS F representing traffic
stream breakdowns (UDOT 2015).

2.4 Level of Service

The existing delay and Level of Service (LOS) are shown in Table 2, which also
highlights the specific turning movement that perform at the worst LOS at each
intersection and time period. For example, the worst turning movement for the AM
Peak Hour at the intersection of 7200 West and the I-80 westbound ramps is the
westbound left turn (WBLT). The I-80/7200 west-bound ramps currently operate
well below capacity. By contrast, the intersection at SR-201/7200 West is currently
failing, with high delays for both the AM and PM Peak hours.

7200 West Facing Southbound from the I-80 Interchange

7200
7200West
WestStudy
Study(SR-201
(SR-201toto700
700N)N)
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2.5 Safety

Safety needs were analyzed and identified at two interchanges/intersections:
I-80/7200 West and SR-201/7200 West. Safety data was collected for crashes and
crash rates from 2010 to 2017.

2.5.1 I-80 / 7200 West

In the analysis area for the I-80/7200 West interchange, there were 48 crashes during
the 2010-2017 period; none were fatal and one was serious. Most crashes were single
vehicles on the mainline of I-80, with only three at the ramp terminals. Most crashes
were single vehicle crashes on the I-80 Interchange (see Figure 8).
Figure 8: I-80/ 7200 West Crash Severity

2.5.2 SR-201 / 7200 West

The SR-201/7200 West intersection is the only at-grade single point urban
interchange (SPUI) in the State of Utah. UDOT crash records indicate that the study
area for this intersection experienced 274 crashes during 2010-2017; 120 of which
occurred at the SPUI. None of the crashes were fatal, nine were serious. In this area,
most crashes were intersection related (96) (see crash location and severity at the
7200 West SR-201 Interchange in Figure 9).
SR-201 is considered both a freeway east of the intersection and an urban arterial
west of the intersection. Table 3 illustrates the crash rate at the SR-201 interchange,
as well as the average crash rate for similar urban facilities within the state. The
intersection rate is well above the average freeway rate and slightly below the
average arterial rate. In terms of the severe crash rate, the intersection scores higher
for both.
Table 3: SR-201/7200 West Crash Rate

Intersection

Crash Rate*

Severe Crash Rate*

SR-201/7200 W

3.21

8.93

AVG: Freeway (0-75K)

.86

2.4

AVG: Principal Arterial
(20-60K)

3.92

8.4

CONFIDENTIAL: This data, as well as all UDOT safety program information, are
protected under 23 USC 409
*Crash rates reported in crashes per million vehicle miles
Source: Numetrics 2018
Figure 9: SR-201/7200 West Crash Severity
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A Single-Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) is a type of interchange. In a SPUI,
a traffic signal prompts drivers making opposing left-turns to turn at the
same time. The design was created in order to help move large volumes of
traffic through limited amounts of space safely and efficiently.

2.6 Future Conditions

In order to understand how the corridor is expected to function in 2050, a Future
Conditions evaluation was completed. This analysis was conducted for both the NoBuild and Build scenarios.

2.6.1 Build Scenario

The proposed configuration under the Build Scenario is a five-lane cross-section
with improvements in place at the following intersections:
• 7200 West/I-80 Interchange
o Intersections would be signalized as a grade-separated SPUI configuration
o Triple left turns for the southbound movement heading
eastbound
o Dual lefts for remaining directions
o Channelized right-turns in each direction
• 7200 West/California Avenue
o Intersection would be signalized
o Exclusive left-turn lanes and right-turn lanes for all directions of traffic.
o Permissive / Protected left-turn phasing for the northbound and southbound
directions from 7200 West to California Avenue.
• 7200 West/SR-201 Interchange
o The eastbound and westbound directions at the intersection
would be grade separated and the intersection would be converted to a gradeseparated SPUI.
o Dual left turns for each direction, and a channelized right turn lane in each
direction.
• 7200 West/UPRR Crossing
o 7200 West would be grade-separated from the existing UPRR alignment (at
approximately 850 South).

2.6.2 Active Transportation

There are long distances between planned and existing facilities in the NWQ, and
most facilities in the area have high volumes of truck traffic which are incompatible
with desirable active transportation facilities. 7200 West provides a unique
opportunity to develop an arterial that is well suited to serve the vehicular needs
of this area and provide additional connectivity for active transportation modes
between West Valley City, Magna, Inland Port employment centers, and regional
bike routes. A multi-use trail along the corridor is recommended to accommodate
multiple modes.

2.6.3 Level of Service Analysis

The resulting future (2050) delay for the forecasted peak hour traffic volumes and
LOS under the recommended Build Scenarios for 2050 are shown in Table 4. The
vast majority of future PM traffic exiting the NWQ (north of I-80) is projected to
head eastbound on I-80, either to the future Mountain View Corridor or towards
I-15. The recommended configurations are anticipated to provide adequate
capacity assuming a triple left is accommodated at the I-80/7200 West Interchange.
Table 4: Future Build (2050) Average Delay/LOS

Control

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak
Hour

7200 West/
I-80 WB Ramps

Signal

53/ D

48/ D

7200 West/
I-80 EB Ramps

Signal

38/ D

24/ C

7200 West/
California Avenue

Signal

7/ A

67/ C

7200 West/
SR-201

Signal

34/C

53/D

Intersection

2.6.4 Forecasting Analysis

A travel time buffer was performed for both the No Build and Build scenarios
(see Table 5) to illustrate the additional accessibility of the developments adjacent
to 7200 West provided by the Build scenario. The analysis estimates of the number
of households within a defined driving distance of the area with and without the
proposed project.
Table 5: Households (HH) Accessible within Travel Time Buffers

5 Minute
HH

10 Minute
HH

15 Minute
HH

30 Minute
HH

No Build

0

1

296,673

Build

0

1

4
8,888

0%

0%

222,100%

20%

Scenario

% Difference

356,017

While Table 5 shows that there is no change between the number of households
in 5 minute and 10 minute buffers of the corridor, the Build Scenario provides an
increase of over 8,800 households within the 15 minute travel time

7200 West Study (SR-201 to 700 N)
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buffer. In addition, approximately 2,000 families at or below 80% of Salt Lake
County's 2018 area median income would be within a 15 minute commute to
future job opportunities as well. ( This shows that the 7200 West corridor improves
accessibility to job centers proposed at the Inland Port. Figures 10 and 11 highlight
the travel time buffer results for both scenarios.
A select link analysis, which looks at network traffic conditions on a 24-hour basis,
was also performed for the Build scenario. This analysis provides information on
where traffic projected to use 7200 West in the study area would come from and
go to. Figure 12 shows the results of the select link analysis, highlighting that the
highest daily volumes are from the south and west – primarily Magna, West Valley,
West Jordan, Taylorsville, and the west bench area near the Oquirrh Mountains.

Figure 10: Employment Accessibility No Build Scenario
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2.7 Phasing Analysis

It is assumed that a three-lane arterial will operate at LOS D for up to 13,00016,500 vehicles per day (vpd) and that a five-lane arterial will operate at LOS D for
up to 30,500- 39,000 vpd. Based on forecasting results, 7200 West is expected to
have up to 27,000 vpd. Much of this volume is driven by future development north
of I-80. As a result, widening of the corridor from three-lanes to five-lanes would
be required as development reaches approximately 50% of its projected build-out
(assumed to be 2035-2040 given a linear absorption rate). Future traffic projections
on 7200 West ranged from 17,000-27,000 vpd across the corridor, with daily truck
volumes of between 5,000-7,000. Projected traffic volumes were greatest at the
southernmost portion of the proposed corridor, with lowest volumes projected
adjacent to 700 South and somewhat higher volumes occurring adjacent to I-80. On
average, commercial freight represented approximately 27% of all projected vehicles.

Figure 11: Employment Accessibility Build Scenario

7200 West Study (SR-201 to 700 N)

Figure 12: 7200 West Regional Demand

2.8 Recommended Improvements

Based on the results of the Needs Assessment and analysis of the Build Scenario, the
following 7200 West improvements are recommended:
1. The 7200 West/SR-201 intersection should be converted to a grade-separated
SPUI with dual lefts in all directions. Improvements are recommended in the near
term to address existing LOS and safety concerns.
2. The 7200 West/I-80 interchange should be converted to a grade-separated SPUI
with a triple left at the south-bound to east-bound direction and dual lefts in the
remaining directions.
3. 7200 West should be initially constructed with a three-lane cross sections.
4. Right-of-way preservation should be planned to accommodate a future
five-lane cross-section which is expected to be needed when the development
north of I-80 is approximately 50% completed (assumed to be 2035-2040).
5. The intersections should be signalized when warranted. When 7200 West is
constructed, these locations should be provided with future-use signal conduit to
accommodate the future signals.
6. It is anticipated that this corridor will be heavily used by freight and large trucks
with approximately 27% of Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT), and should be
designed to accommodate these vehicles.
7. A multi-use path should be provided for active transportation users as
described above.
8. A grade-separation should be provided at the existing UPRR crossing and
additional capacity should be accommodated the SLG&WRR crossing.

7200 West, facing west
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL
3.1 Cultural Resources
3.2 Wildlife
3.3 Wetlands and Waters of the US
3.4 Hazardous Materials

Lee Creek Drainage, facing south
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3.1 Cultural Resources

Implementation of a future 7200 West may be done utilizing state and/or federal
funding. As a result, Salt Lake County is conducting environmental studies
consistent with relevant regulations including:
• National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) 36 CFR 800 and U.C.A. 9-8-404 of
historic properties in project planning and implementation
• The Endangered Species Act (ESA) 16 U.S.C § 1531
• The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) 16 U.S.C § 703-712
• Clean Water Act (CWA)
An inventory of cultural resources within the study area was completed and
summarized below. To review the Archaeological Assessment for the 7200 West, SR201 to 700 North (Certus Environmental Solutions, LLC 2018), please see Appendix
B of this document. Cultural resources inventoried include the following:
• Archaeological resources: The remains of past human activities—including
objects,features, artifacts, and linear historic sites, such as canals and railroads
that are at least 50 years old.
• Historic resources: Sites, buildings, or structures that are at least 45 years old.

3.1.1 Regulatory Setting

Due to the potential of the project being accomplished in the future using state and/
or federal funding, Salt Lake County is conducting environmental studies consistent
with relevant regulations, including the NHPA and its implementing regulations
at 36 CFR 800 and U.C.A. 9-8-404 for the consideration of historic properties in
project planning and implementation.
In Utah, historic buildings are further evaluated using a rating system established
by the Historic Preservation program at the Utah State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO). This rating system assigns one of the following four ratings to buildings
based on the degree to which they retain historical and architectural integrity:
• ES (Eligible/Significant): built within the historic period and retains integrity;
excellent example of a style or type; unaltered or only minor alterations or
additions; also buildings of known historical significance.
• EC (Eligible/Contributing): built within the historic period and retains integrity;
good example of a style or type, but not as well-preserved or well-executed as
ES buildings; more substantial alterations or additions than ES buildings, though
overall integrity is retained; eligible for the NRHP as part of a potential historic

district or primarily for historical, rather than architectural, reasons.
• NC (Ineligible/Non-Contributing): built during the historic period but has had
major alterations or additions; no longer retains integrity.
• OP (Ineligible/Out-of-period): constructed outside the historic period.

3.1.2 Resource Identification

Properties are considered historic if they are 50 years or older. However, UDOT
guidelines call for a 45-year age cutoff for considering resources historical—an
effort to accommodate a time lag between the compilation of the survey data and
actual construction associated with the undertaking. As such, a cutoff date of 1970
was used to designate and record structures as historic. Cultural resources must be
evaluated for their eligibility for the NRHP under four specific criteria and with
consideration for seven elements of integrity. A cultural resource site or building
may be considered eligible for the NRHP if it meets one or more of the following
criteria:
A. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or
B. Is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values,
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction; or
D. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
Sites and buildings considered potentially eligible under one of the four
aforementioned criteria must also be evaluated for integrity of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. To be eligible for the
NRHP, a site/building must possess integrity of those elements directly related to the
criterion or criteria under which it would be determined eligible.

3.1.3 Affected Environment

The study area for historic buildings and archaeological resources is defined as the
area of potential effects (APE) for direct and indirect impacts. The APE includes
those areas where physical and indirect impacts could affect historic properties and/
or archaeological resources. The APE for the 7200 West Study totals approximately
433 acres, and consists of a 420-foot wide corridor that follows the proposed 7200
West alignment, as well as two polygonal areas around SR-201 and I-80, respectively.
The APE encompasses all anticipated ground disturbance, possible right-of-way
acquisition, temporary construction easements, and proximal effects.

7200 West Study (SR-201 to 700 N)
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3.1.4 Historic Buildings

A total of four historic structures were identified within the APE as a result of the
selective reconnaissance-level survey for the project; of those, two are listed or
received a recommendation of eligible for listing in the NRHP. The eligible sites
include: 2330 South 7200 West, and 7022 West 2100 South. It is recommend both
sites receive an EC rating under the SHPO rating system. Any eligible building
located on a parcel that is partially within the study area is included, even if the
building itself is outside the study area.

3.1.5 Archaeological Resources

A total of 11 archaeological sites were identified in the APE; of those, 8 are listed or
received a recommendation of eligible for listing in the NRHP. The sites determined
eligible are shown in Table 5. In some cases, new components or segments of
these previously documented sites were identified in the APE. In addition to these
previously documented sites, three previously undocumented archaeological
resources were identified in the APE.
Table 6: Eligible Archeological Sites

Site Number

Site Name

NRHP Eligibility

42SL266

Brighton Drain

Eligible under Criterion A

42SL300

Union Pacific/San Pedro,
Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Railroad

Eligible under Criterion A, B, and
C

42SL304

West Branch Brighton
Canal Extension

Eligible under Criterion A and C

42SL306

Salt Lake, Garfield &
Western Railway

Eligible under Criterion A, B, and
C

42SL337

Western Pacific Railroad

Eligible under Criterion A, B, and
C

42SL747

Salt Lake City Army Air
Base Gunnery Range

Eligible under Criterion A and D

42SL769

North Temple/ Saltair
Road

Eligible under Criterion A

42SL819

North Temple Landfill

Eligible under Criterion A, C, and
D
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3.2 Wildlife

The project area was surveyed in May 2018 for federal and state listed wildlife
species. To review the full Wildlife Inventory Report (Wetland Resources 2018),
please see Appendix C of this document.

3.2.1 Regulatory Setting

Proposed, candidate, threatened, and endangered species are protected under
the Endangered Species Act of 1973, and administered by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS). The Endangered Species Act prohibits federal agencies
from authorizing, funding, or carrying out actions that may “jeopardize the
continued existence of ” listed endangered or threatened species or cause “adverse
modification” to designated critical habitat without a permit. A permit from the
USFWS is also required for an activity that would cause the incidental “take”
of a species listed as threatened or endangered. According to Section 3(18) of
the Endangered Species Act, the following actions constitute a “take,” and thus,
are illegal: harassing, harming, pursuing, hunting, shooting, wounding, killing,
trapping, capturing, collecting, or attempting to engage in any such conduct.
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 prohibits the “take” of any migratory birds,
their eggs, feathers, or nests. The following actions constitute a take under the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act: capturing, killing, pursuing, hunting, wounding, or
transporting any migratory bird, their parts, nests, or eggs in the United States. The
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act affords additional protection to all bald and
golden eagles. The migratory bird species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act include water fowl, songbirds, and species such as eagles, hawks, owls, etc.
The Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) of the Utah Department of
Natural Resources has developed the Utah Sensitive Species list which contains
species that are categorized as “Species of Special Concern” and species that are
“Conservation Agreement Species.” Species included on this list have been identified
as being vulnerable to population and or habitat loss, and may also be federally
listed. Non-federally listed species included on the Utah Sensitive Species list are not
afforded the same level of protection as those listed under the Endangered Species
Act; rather, the intent is to develop conservation and management measures such
that federal listing is not necessary.

3.2.2 Affected Environment

The study area for threatened and endangered species, wildlife, and state sensitive
species consists of a 300 foot buffer surrounding the project site. Wildlife habitat
types identified in the study area include: pasture, wetlands, playa water and ditches.
An Information for Planning and Conservation (IPaC) Resources report (found in
Appendix C) was prepared using the USFWS IPaC tool to identify what threatened
and endangered species and migratory birds may be present in the study area
(USFWS IPaC report). The IPaC report identified three threatened and endangered
wildlife and fish species that could be present and are listed in Table 7 below. The
study area is within the potential geographic distribution for these species; however,
there is no designated or proposed critical habitat within or near the project area for
any of the three listed species.
Table 7: USFWS List of Threatened and Endangered Species with Potential to Occur in Study Area

Common
Name

Scientific
Name

Lynx
Canada Lynx
canadensis

Western
Coccyzus
yellow-billed
americanus
Cuckoo

June Sucker

Chasmistes
liorus

Status

Potential to Occur in the
Project Area

Threatened

None; no suitable habitat in the
project area

Threatened

Endangered

None; no suitable habitat in the
project area
None; no suitable habitat in the
project area

3.2.3 Raptor and Migratory Birds

The USFWS IPac report (Appendix C) lists two species of raptors that may occur
in the project area, the Bald eagle and the Golden eagle. In addition, the nine
additional raptor species, listed in Table 8, are known to nest on or near the project
area.
Table 8: Raptor species That may Occur in the Project Area

Common Name

Season

Potential to Occur in
the Project Area

American Kestrel

Year- round

High; limited nesting or
roosting habitat. May use
for foraging.

Barn Owl

Year-round

Low: may use for foraging

Burrowing Owl

Summer Breading

High: nesting and
foraging habitat

Great Horned Owl

Year-round

High: nesting and
foraging habitat

Northern Harrier

Year-round

High; nesting and
foraging habitat

Peregrine Falcon

Year-round

Low: may use for foraging

Red-tailed hawk

Year-round

High: nesting and
foraging habitat

Short-eared awld

Year-round

High: nesting and
foraging habitat

Swainson’s Hawk

Year-round

High: nesting and
foraging habitat

Facing east from 7200 West
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The USFWS IPaC report and Table 9 below, lists 12 migratory bird species that are
Birds of Conservation Concern and may occur in the project area. Migratory birds
are known to nest in vegetation along highway right‐of‐ways and on manmade
structures, including bridges and underpass structures. Clearing of suitable nesting
material during the nesting season, generally April 1 through August 31, would
result in increased risk of take under the MBTA.
Table 9: Migratory Species That May Occur in the Study Area

Common
Name

Season

Status

Potential to Occur in the
Project Area

Breeding

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation
present on site
concern

Willet

Breeding

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation present on site
concern

Willow
Flycatcher

Breeding

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation
present on site
concern

Virginia’s
Warbler

3.3 Wetlands and Water of the US

Black
Rosy-finch

Bird of
Year-round conservation Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
present, possible winter habitat on site
concern

Brewer’s
Sparrow

Breeding

Bird of
Low; suitable nesting and foraging
conservation habitat on site
concern

Clark’s
Grebe

Breeding

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation present on site
concern

Greentailed
Tawhee

Breeding

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation present on site
concern

Lesser
Yellowlegs

Transient

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation present on site
concern

1) A practicable alternative that is less damaging to the aquatic environment, or
2) The nation’s waters would be significantly degraded.

Long-billed
Curlew

Breeding

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation present on site
concern

Under Section 404, an individual permit is required for impacts to wetlands
exceeding 1.0 acres. An individual permit requires the applicant to demonstrate:

Marbled
Godwit

Transient

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation present on site
concern

Olive-sided
Flycatcher

Breeding

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation
present on site
concern

1) Steps have been taken to avoid wetland impacts
2) Impacts to potential wetlands have been minimized
3) Compensatory mitigation has been provided for any remaining unavoidable
impacts

Sage
Thrasher

Breeding

Bird of
Low; no nesting or foraging habitat
conservation present on site
concern
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This section summarizes the wetlands and other potential waters of the U.S.
(WOUS) in the study area. Additional details on the methodology and results of
this analysis can be found in the Wetland and Waters of the U.S. Delineation Report
(Wetland Resources 2018) and included in Appendix D.

3.3.1 Regulatory Setting

Wetlands and other WOUS are regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) in accordance with Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act. Section
404 authorizes USACE to regulate certain activities involving the discharge of
dredged or fill material into WOUS. The basic premise under the Section 404
program is that no dredged and/or fill activities may be permitted where there
exists:

Further, under the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines it is presumed that a nonwetland alternative exists for non-water dependent projects. The burden of
proof to overcome this presumption is on the applicant. If there is no practicable
avoidance alternative, the USACE can only permit the alternative that is the
least environmentally damaging to the aquatic ecosystem unless it would have

other significant environmental impacts. Finally, the applicant must include an
alternatives analysis through the NEPA process to be used by the USACE for its
permitting decision. The USACE’s responsibility for administering and enforcing
Section 404 is shared with the EPA.

Figure 13: Waters of the US

Should the project receive federal funds, Executive Order 11990, Protection of
Wetlands, directs federal agencies to take action to minimize the destruction, loss,
or degradation of wetlands and to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial
values of wetlands. Executive Order 11990 also directs federal agencies to avoid
undertaking or providing assistance to new construction located in wetlands unless
there are no practicable alternatives to such construction and the proposed action
includes all practicable measures to minimize adverse impacts.

3.3.2 Affected Environment

The wetlands and other WOUS delineation was performed in late April and early
May 2018 following the USACE 1987 Wetland Delineation Manual (USACE 1987)
and the Arid West Supplement (USACE 2008). All potential wetland areas were
checked for wetland indicators. The WOUS channel survey was conducted in
accordance with the Field Guide to the Identification of the Ordinary High Water
Mark (OHWM) in the Arid West Region of the Western United States (Lichvar and
McColley 2008), and the Updated Datasheet for the Identification of the Ordinary
High Water Mark in the Arid West Region of the Western United States (Curtis and
Lichvar 2010). Irrigation ditches and canals were surveyed and identified as WOUS
consistent with 33 CFR 328.3

3.3.3 Wetlands

The 433 acre wetlands study area contains approximately 69 acres of wetlands from
28 wetland complexes. All of the wetlands within the study area are Palustrine
Emergent wetlands along most of the 7200 West corridor, and along the entire
I-80 interchange (see Wetland locations if Figure 13). Wetlands in the study area
are hydrologically supported by a combination of high water table, precipitation
ponding, groundwater discharge, leakage or overbank flow from nearby canals, or
adjacent drainage ditches.
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3.3.4 Other Potential Waters of the U.S.

The project area includes approximately 17 acres that are not wetlands, streams,
canals, or ditches, but qualify as Waters of the U.S. These include the unvegetated
open water areas within the wetlands and the areas within the wetlands with less
than five percent vegetative cover that were not inundated. The acreage of these
areas is calculated separately from the wetland acreage because these areas do not
meet the wetland vegetation criteria. Additionally, there are four storm water basins
within the project area that are manmade and do not qualify as Waters of the U.S., as
well as a non-jurisdictional borrow ditch along the east side of 7200 West between
the road and the landfill north of 1300 South.

• Utah Annotated Code Title 19 Environmental Quality: Under the EPA’s
State Underground Storage Tank Program, Utah has an approved program for
overseeing underground storage tanks (USTs). The Division of Environmental
Response an Remediation (DERR), a division of the UDEQ, regulates USTs and
leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs) under the Utah Underground Storage
Act and Utah Underground Storage Tank Rules, R311.

3.3.5 Irrigation Ditches and Canals

The study area contains numerous irrigation ditches and canals, totaling 12,066
linear feet. Most of the ditches are likely jurisdictional since they support wetland
vegetation along their banks and eventually connect to the Great Salt Lake or to
another WOUS that connects directly to the Great Salt Lake (USACE 2016).

3.4 Hazardous Materials

The identification of hazardous materials included a study area reconnaissance
and a review of readily-available environmental regulatory records, including: an
environmental record database search of published lists of federal, state and local
regulatory agency lists and/or enforcement actions; historical aerial photographs;
and environmental information posted on the Utah Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) website. To review the full Preliminary Environmental Review
Technical Memo (Kleinfelder 2018), please see Appendix E of this document.

3.4.1 Regulatory Setting

Hazardous waste and material sites are regulated by the following laws, which define
statutes for cleanup requirements and designate liability to persons involved in
hazardous waste releases:
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.):
Regulates how waste should be managed to avoid potential threats to human
health and the environment.
• Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA) (42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq.): Authorizes the EPA to act if there is an
imminent threat from hazardous waste.
• Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) (42 U.S.C.
116): Requires industry to report on the storage, use, and release of hazardous
chemicals to federal, state, and local governments to help communities plan for
emergencies involving hazardous substances.
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Facing southeast from 7200 West

3.4.2 Summary of Findings

Based on historical imagery, the study area was generally vacant or graded land
in the north and central portions of the study area in the late 1930’s, with limited
agricultural development in the south portion of the study area. Over time, the
study area has been developed with landfills, mining activities, and industrial
and commercial facilities with the potential to impact soil and groundwater with
petroleum hydrocarbons, metals, and solvents, due to the age and/or nature of the
facilities. The depth to groundwater in the study area is relatively shallow, between
two to twelve feet below the ground surface, and can vary by location or seasonal
fluctuations.

• Integrated Compliance Information System (ICIS) for facilities permitted to
discharge wastewater into water bodies - two facilities identified
• Emergency Response Notification System (ERNS) listings regarding notifications
of oil discharges and hazardous substance releases - two facilities identified

The north portion of the study area (north of I-80) was developed with the North
Temple Landfill (NTL) in the 1960s. The NTL is currently in the State of Utah
Voluntary Cleanup Program. Property potentially impacted by Kennecott mine
tailings is located in the north-central portion of the study Area. Illegally-dumped
debris is more prevalent in the rights-of-way in the north-central portion of the
study area between approximately 800 South and I-80.
Several landfills are located in the south-central portion of the study area, between
approximately 1000 South and 1800 South. No groundwater impacts are associated
with the landfills within the south-central portion of the study area, based on the
information reviewed. Development in the south portion of the study area began in
approximately the 1953’s with a series of industrial and commercial facilities with
the potential to impact soil and groundwater. An up gradient groundwater solvent
plume and potential Kennecott mining impacts are also located within the south
portion of the study area. There is also potential to encounter contaminated soil or
groundwater within the majority of the study area.
Seventeen hazardous sites are identified in the study area. The following types
of regulated facilities with the potential to impact the subsurface environmental
conditions within the Study Area are summarized below (specific database listings
and locations are found in Appendix D):
• Underground Storage Tank (UST) listings – two facilities identified
• Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST) listings – two facilities identified
• Historic Landfills – one facility identified
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Generator listings – one facility
identified
• Tier 2 Chemical Inventory listings – one facility identified
• Superfund Enterprise Management System and archived facilities (SEMS/SEMSARCHIVE) listings – two facilities identified
• SPILLS listings – two facilities identified

Lee Creek Drainage, facing northwest
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4. DESIGN
4.1 Design Overview
4.2 Segment One
4.3 Segment Two
4.4 Segment Three
4.5 Segment Four
4.6 Environmental Impacts

Overpass over Salt Lake Garfield and Wester Rail right-of-way
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4.1 Design Overview

The project corridor is approximately 4.7 miles long including two new interchanges
at SR-201 and I-80. The corridor includes the following design recommendations:
• A new grade-separated SPUI at the intersection of SR-201 and 7200 West
• A three-lane segment along the 7200 West segment, designed to accommodate a
future five-lane corridor
• A new grade-separated SPUI at the I-80 and 7200 West interchange
• A five lane section of 7200 West from the I-80 and 7200 West intersection north to
700 North
• A twelve foot multiuse path on the west side of the corridor
Specifically, the design includes the following design elements:
• Five new structures over SR-201, the Lee Drainage, the UPRR and SLG&WRR
facilities and I-80
• A minimum of three feet of fill due to the high water table in the study area
• Drainage detention basins where needed along the corridor
• A concrete roadway to better withstand high freight volumes
Due to the length and design challenges, the corridor was divided into four separate
segments for description and cost purposes (see figures 14-17). The preliminary
costs for all four segments combined is listed in Table 10.
Table 10: Total Preliminary Cost

Construction Year

Three-Lane

Five Lane

2018

$197,684,000

$207,336,000

2025

$255,989,000

$268,460,000
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Segment One

Segment Two

Central Valley
Landfill

1300 South

2100 South

Mtn. View
Landfill

Salt Valley
Solid Waste
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NWQ

Segment Two

Segment Three

Segment Four

Potential Kennecott
Tailings Pond
Expansion
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700 North

SL&G RR

500 South

700 South

UPPR

North Temple
Landfill
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Figure 14: Segment One

4.2 Segment One
(Schuler Avenue to 2400 South)

Segment One, shown in Figure 14, includes the following design elements:
• The 7200 West Interchange is designed to be a grade-separated SPUI with SR-201
elevated over
7200 West.
• 7200 West is five lanes through the interchange phasing to three lanes heading
north on 7200 West.
• Two through lanes in each direction were determined to be necessary on 7200
West with dual left turn lanes in each direction at the interchange.
• The barrier separated multi-use path begins south of the SR-201 interchange on
the west side of the roadway to avoid future expansion to the east.
Cost:
Borrow						
Roadway Excavation				
Pavement (10.5” PCCP, 6.5” UTBC, 13” GB)		
Structures					
Retaining Wall					
Misc Roadway					
Mobilization (7%)				
Traffic Control (3%)				
Maintenance of Traffic (1%)			
Change Order Contingency (9%)			
Drainage (10% of Roadway)			
Utilities (% Varies by Segment)			
Landscaping and Aesthetics (0.75%)		
Items not Quantified (20%)			
Environmental Impact Statement			
Preliminary Engineering				
Construction Engineering				
Right-of-Way					
Wetland Mitigation				
Landfill Remediation				

$3,727,660
$657,350
$8,764,355
$7,627,500
$663,000
$1,451,403
$2,030,000
$1,450,000
$290,000
$3,131,000
$1,366,819
$1,090,455
$259,000
$5,754,932
$808,000
$2,767,967
$3,459,959
$1,352,200
$11,400,000
-

2018 Dollars					
2025 Dollars					

$46,663,000
$60,745,000
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4.3 Segment Two

(2400 South to Access to Frontage Road South of I-80)
Segment Two, shown in Figure 15 below, includes the following elements:

• A three-lane urban arterial compatible with a future five-lane expansion along
7200 West.
• Between 2100 South and I-80 the roadway profile was designed to be
approximately 3 feet above the existing grade to account for the wet conditions
likely to be encountered in this area.
• Due the proximity of the Lee Creek drainage to the Central Valley landfill to the
east and a Kennecott landfill to the west, the drainage is piped for approximately
1,200 feet in this area.
• A grade separation of 7200 West over the existing UPRR tracks is designed to
better accommodate traffic and reduce safety concerns.
• To avoid the future/potential Kennecott tailings pond expansion west of the 7200
West corridor (from approximately 2000’ north of 1300 South to I-80) the corridor
is designed to avoid any ROW impacts to Kennecott property on the west side of
the corridor through this area.
• Accommodation of SLG&WRR rail extension at existing terminus south of I-80.
• Both three-lane and five-lane cross sections were assessed along the 7200 West
corridor between SR-201 and I-80. Roadway cross slopes for the three-lane cross
section were designed to integrate seamlessly with the cross slopes for the five-lane
section.
• Bridges, drainage detention basins and utility relocations will be designed to
minimize or eliminate the need for future relocation during the five-lane phase.
• All widening to accommodate the five-lane phase will occur to the east of the
pavement constructed in the three-lane phase.
• The barrier separated multi-use path continues along the west side of the roadway.
Figure 15: Segment Two

Cost:
Borrow						
Roadway Excavation				
Pavement (10.5” PCCP, 6.5” UTBC, 13” GB)		
Structures					
Retaining Wall					
Misc Roadway					
Mobilization (7%)				
Traffic Control (3%)				
Maintenance of Traffic (1%)			
Change Order Contingency (9%)			
Drainage (10% of Roadway)			
Utilities (% Varies by Segment)			
Landscaping and Aesthetics (0.75%)		
Items not Quantified (20%)			
Environmental Impact Statement			
Preliminary Engineering				
Construction Engineering				
Right-of-Way					
Wetland Mitigation				
Landfill Remediation				

$5,608,250
$813,750
$11,207,375
$6,457,500
$176,250
$3,253,136
$2,567,616
$733,604
$366,802
$4,067,000
$1,836,300
$550,890
$336,000
$7,476,215
$1,250,000
$3,596,583
$4,495,729
$14,525,000
$3,211,000
-

Three-Lane
2018 Dollars
2025 Dollars					

$72,529,000
$93,487,000

Five-Lane Extension
2018 Dollars					
2025 Dollars				

$9,652,000
$12,471,000
Potential Kennecott
Tailings Pond
Expansion

Central Valley
Landfill

500 South

700 South

UPPR

1300 South

2100 South

Mtn. View
Landfill
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Figure 16: Segment Three

4.4 Segment Three

(Access to Frontage Road South of I-80 to North Temple
al Kennecott
Frontage Road)
Segment Three, shown in Figure 16, includes the following design elements:
ngs Pond
• A new grade-separated SPUI interchange is designed in this area with two through
pansion
lanes in each
direction.
• Dual left turns will be needed at the SPUI for all movements with the exception of
the southbound to eastbound left turn lanes which will require triple left turn
lanes.
• The existing railroad grade separation south of I-80 accommodates the future
SLG&WRR expansion.
• The barrier separated multi-use path continues along the west side of the roadway.

2018 Dollars					
2025 Dollars					

$58,927,000
$76,638,000
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SL&G RR

$4,829,597
$638,875
$7,090,565
$14,300,000
$1,042,500
$1,570,433
$2,638,160
$753,760
$376,880
$3,948,000
$1,286,200
$643,100
$327,000
$7,256,030
$1,010,000
$3,488,000
$4,360,000
$2,560,400
$807,500

500 South

Cost:
Borrow						
Roadway Excavation				
Pavement (10.5” PCCP, 6.5” UTBC, 13” GB)		
Structures					
Retaining Wall					
Misc Roadway					
Mobilization (7%)				
Traffic Control (3%)				
Maintenance of Traffic (1%)			
Change Order Contingency (9%)			
Drainage (10% of Roadway)			
Utilities (% Varies by Segment)			
Landscaping and Aesthetics (0.75%)		
Items not Quantified (20%)			
Environmental Impact Statement			
Preliminary Engineering				
Construction Engineering				
Right-of-Way					
Wetland Mitigation				

N

Figure 17: Segment Four

4.5 Segment Four

(North Temple Frontage Road to 700 North)

Segment Four, found in Figure 17, includes the following elements:
• The 7200 West corridor will extend north from I-80 to 700 North through the
existing North Temple landfill.
• Extensive remediation will be required to construct the roadway in this location.
• Coordination with SITLA and the State Inland Port Authority will be required in
this area.
• The barrier separated multi-use path continues a:long the west side of the roadway.

$19,565,000
$25,119,000

North Temple
Landfill

700 North

2018 Dollars
2025 Dollars					

SL&G RR

$387,125
$257,375
$2,052,335
$661,104
$658,000
$188,000
$94,000
$1,007,000
$280,000
$84,000
$83,000
$1,851,524
$432,000
$889,852
$1,112,315
$5,266,370
$190,000
$4,071,000

500 South

Cost:
Borrow						
Roadway Excavation				
Pavement (10.5” PCCP, 6.5” UTBC, 13” GB)		
Structures					
Retaining Wall					
Misc Roadway					
Mobilization (7%)				
Traffic Control (3%)				
Maintenance of Traffic (1%)			
Change Order Contingency (9%)			
Drainage (10% of Roadway)			
Utilities (% Varies by Segment)			
Landscaping and Aesthetics (0.75%)		
Items not Quantified (20%)			
Environmental Impact Statement			
Preliminary Engineering				
Construction Engineering				
Right-of-Way					
Wetland Mitigation				
Landfill Remediation				
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4.6 Environmental Impacts

Table 12: Cultural Sites Impacted

Segment

4.6.1 Wildlife

An analysis for resources impacted by the proposed corridor (including both the
three and five-lane intersections on the 7200 West segment) was completed. While
wildlife resources were not included in this analysis, it is recommended that surveys
for plant and wildlife species be completed during future phases and prior to any
7200 West related construction activities. Future phases will refine or modify the
concept design described in this document and revise the impacts (shown by design
segment and total project) below.
Salt Lake County submitted a Preliminary Jurisdictional Determination (PJD) to the
USACE on August 23, 2018 (see the submitted PJD in Appendix D). Based on the
analysis completed during the wetland delineation, it is assumed that all wetlands
within the design corridor are jurisdictional (see Table 11 below and Figures 18
and 19). As a result of the preliminary wetland impacts, an individual permit under
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act would be required. Future mitigation options
would be determined through the Section 404 process. An individual permit
requires that the applicant to demonstrate:
1) Steps have been taken to avoid wetland impacts,
2) Impacts to potential wetlands have been minimized, and
3) Compensatory mitigation has been provided for any remaining unavoidable
Table 11: Wetlands Within the Design Corridor

Segment
2

Segment
3

Segment
4

Total

Three-Lane

0.1

16.7

4.3

1

22.1

Five-Lane

0.1

20.1

4.3

1

25.5

4.6.3 Cultural Resources

Salt Lake County submitted a determination of eligibility (DOE) letter to the SHPO
on September 4, 2018, for the sites within the study area and located within the
design corridor (see Table 12 below and Figures 18 and 19). On September 6, 2018,
the SHPO submitted a letter concurring with the submitted DOE (see the DOE
and concurrence in Appendix B). A future design phase will require additional
coordination with SHPO on the finding of effects (FOE) for sites impacted by the
design and the determination of any mitigation requirements stemming from those
impacts.
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2

4

3

1

4

1

Segment
Five- Lane

4.6.2 Wetlands

Segment
1

Three- Lane

# of Sites

# of Sites

2

4

3

1

4

1

Figures 18 and 19. Environmental Impacts Within the Design Corridor (North and South)

4.6.4 Hazardous Materials

Potentially hazardous materials within the design corridor include landfills, leaking
underground storage tanks, above ground storage tanks, illegal dumping, staining,
the ATK plume, a fuel stations and a salvage yard (see Figures 20 and 21). Based
on the risk of encountering contaminated soil or groundwater during a future
construction phase, a more in-depth study is required to confirm the presence or
absence at specific locations.
Figures 20 and 21. Hazardous Sites within the Design Corridor (North and South)
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5. STAKEHOLDER AND
PUBLIC OUTREACH
5.1 Stakeholder Meetings
5.2 Public Engagement

Facing northeast from 7200 West
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The project team tailored the public engagement and stakeholder approach to
engage the public, adjacent property owners and appropriate state agencies in
order to advance project decisions into future 7200 West implementation phases.
Outreach included stakeholder involvement, project team meetings and public
outreach.

5.1 Stakeholder Meetings

Meetings with stakeholders began immediately after the project began. These
meetings were critical in identifying corridor limitations, rail planning and
employment projections. The information gathered during this process provided
the basis for formulating all critical elements of the needs assessment summarized
in Section 2 above. Specific meeting notes during this phase are also found in
Appendix F.

Table 13: Public Outreach Themes

Future NWQ
Development

Stakeholders recognize the development pressure that the NWQ
is currently experiencing and that growth in the study area
is inevitable. However, what that growth looks like is to-bedetermined.

Connectivity

5600 West is operating well below acceptable levels and
additional connectivity for freight and access to employment
areas is needed. Maintained access to agricultural lands is
necessary as well.

Corridor
Ownership

Ownership of future project phases needs to be determined. If
there is not a federal nexus (e.g., funding or interchange access
change request), the USACE would be the lead federal agency
and prepare an environmental assessment or environmental
impact statement under the NEPA; however, the USACE would
defer to UDOT if there is a federal nexus.

Future Rail

The Northwest Quadrant LLC is proposing to build an inland
port on the SITLA property located where the NTL currently
exists. The proposal includes a multi-year build out of several
tracks spanning 8000 feet in length – enough capacity for 200 rail
cars (see the proposed project area in Figure 22). The location of
the proposed rail yard would impact the location of this projects
segment from I-80 to 700 North. Salt Lake City’s Draft Master
Transportation Plan recognizes the proposal and is moving two
concepts to the City Council for approval – 1) no rail yard – 7200
West connection to 700 North, and 2) Rail yard development –
7200 west connects to 8000 West (see Appendix F).

Coordination

Ongoing coordination with several entities will be required as
this project moves into future phases; these include: the Inland
Port Authority, UDOT, USACE, Salt Lake County Flood Control,
Salt Lake City Public Utilities, Kennecott Lands, SITLA, the Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources, the Utah Division of Facilities,
Construction and Management, the Utah Division of Water
Rights and the Brighton North Pointe Irrigation Company, to
name a few.

Additional meetings were held once a preliminary design was created. The purpose
of these meetings was to inform additional stakeholders about the project, allow
them to provide feedback on the preliminary design, and to address any concerns
that they had regarding the proposed design. The notes from these individual
meetings are found in Appendix F as well. A summary of the major themes are
found in Table 13.
Figures 22: NWQ LLC Proposal
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5.2 Public Engagement
5.2.1 Online Engagement

The project team utilized an interactive GIS-based online story map. The map is
used to tell a cohesive narrative with data, in order to educate the public about
the project and study area. A link from the County project website allowed the
public access to the story map and additional project information (including all
technical memos). To view the story map home page, go to: http://gis.hwlochner.
com/7200west/ . The story map was updated after the Needs Assessment phase
(outlined in Section 2 above) and at the draft concept report phase to include the
results of the study and provide the ongoing updates to the public.

5.2.2 Public Mailer and Comment Period

A postcard was distributed to parcel owners within 1,000 feet of the proposed
corridor. See the postcard in Appendix F. The purpose of the postcard was to
inform individuals of the project, direct them to the Salt Lake County project
page and provide the opportunity to answer questions regarding the project. The
comment page remained open through September 30, 2018. The questions and
the two comments received are found in Appendix F. Both commenters stated that
they would benefit from the project through improved access and a reduction of
traffic on 5600 West; and one commenter mentioned that the SR-201/7200 West
intersection is dangerous.
Although there are many unknowns and it is difficult to predict the scale and rate of
development in the coming years, it is clear that the NWQ is poised to experience
tremendous growth. It is also clear that in order improve connectivity to existing
jobs and to support future freight and employment access in the NWQ, a connected
7200 West corridor helps facilitate these goals. Specifically, 7200 West will
provide the following benefits:
• Improved travel time to the NWQ for thousands of households.
• Improved access to employment opportunities for thousands of under served
individuals.
• Improved access and travel times to the NWQ for locations south and southwest of
the NWQ.
• Improved connectivity within the NWQ.
• Improved LOS at the existing SR-201 interchange.
• Improved safety at the SR-201 interchange.
UPRR facing west
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6. CONCLUSION
6.1 Environmental Impacts
6.2 Design and Cost

Facing southwest towards 7200 West
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6.1 Environmental Impacts
6.1.1 Wetlands

As this corridor moves into future phases, a USACE Individual Permit will most
likely be necessary. While the concept design provided in this document provides
enough detail to assess wetland impacts at a high level, efforts to minimize impacts
during the preliminary and final design phases will be made. Future coordination
with the USACE will be required during this phase to determine what measures are
necessary to mitigate construction impacts.

6.1.2 Cultural Resources

A future design phase will determine the level of impacts to the identified cultural
resources in the study area and what measures are necessary to minimize or avoid
impacts to these sites and/or what mitigation measures are required. Coordination
with the SHPO during this phase is required.

6.1.3 Wildlife

It is recommended that future phases include similar surveys to ensure that impacts
to migratory birds and raptors identified within the study area, or have the potential
to be located within the study area are avoided.

7200 West facing the Mountain View landfill
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6.1.4 Hazardous Materials/Sites

Based on the risk of encountering contaminated soil or groundwater during a future
construction phase, a more in-depth study is required to confirm the presence or
absence at specific locations.

6.2 Design and Cost

The proposed design includes the following:
• A SPUI at the SR-201/7200 West intersection
• A three-lane urban arterial constructed to accommodate a future five-lane urban
arterial from 2100 South to the I-80/7200 West interchange
• A SPUI at the I-80/7200 West Interchange
• Five-lane urban arterial from I-80 to 700 North
• Cost: three-lane
2018 $197,684,000
2025 $255,989,000
• Cost: five-lane
2018 $207,336,000
2025 $268,460,000
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